Online Volunteer Portal

What is it?
How will the Online Volunteer Portal help the Volunteer?
How will the Online Volunteer Portal help you (management team)?
Soft Rollout

- Website Transition for General Orientation, Protective Behavior, and Concussion training.
- New Applicants - "the new norm"
- Fall Coaches
- Leadership
Lead by Example

“The three most important ways to lead people are: ... by example... by example... by example.” Albert Schweitzer
Online Volunteer Portal

- How a volunteer creates a profile
  - New v. existing
- Log In
- Volunteer tools
  - Event Sign up
  - Online Training
  - Training Schools, Webinars and More
- My Information
Special Olympics PA Website

- Where to find the Online Volunteer Portal
- http://www.specialolympicspa.org/
Communication

- Coaches meetings
- Online Volunteer Portal link on emails to coaches
- Attachment with access tips
- New and exciting resource
What does the future hold?
Volunteers

- Home Page lists upcoming volunteer opportunities
- "Volunteer Board"
- Additional Online Trainings
- Volunteer Training Notifications
- Event Registration at Program Level
Athletes

- Tool for Athletes to update their contact information
- Upload and Submit Medical forms
- Athlete Leadership University Registration
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